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Thank you very much for buying Surface Station [LGS-SS001].

Please read 1. Warning and Caution carefully before use.

Please keep this Instruction Manual at hand. 

It will help you when you have questions or problems.
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1. Warning and Caution

・ This unit does not guarantee the safety underwater.

・ Do not use the unit in the condition which will cause immediate danger if conversation 

　 is stopped. Also, do not use this unit if it is mainly used for emergency.

・ Do not disassemble or modify this unit.

・ Do not use this unit in the abnormal conditions. If you keep using it in heated, smoked, 

　 or with unusual odor, it will cause fire or electrification.

・ Do not leave this unit in the places as in a car where temperature will get very high under

the direct sunlight.

・ Wipe the water off the unit properly when recharging. Water drop attached to the USB 

connector may cause damage to PC connected to USB.

・ Do not put the unit near heaters when the unit's power is ON. Temperature inside the unit

may rise and cause fire, burn or unit damage.

・ Do not pull cable antenna hard. It may cut the cable, or damage the connector of the unit.

・ This unit is practical waterproof. Do not put the unit into water or pour water on it.

It will cause malfunction.

・ Do not drop or give shock on the unit. It will cause malfunction.

2. Features

・ Put the antenna of the unit into the water. You can converse to underwater divers with 

Logosease from on surface.

・ This unit is used as two-way radio (walkie-talkie). Transmitting mode is ON while

 pushing PTT button, and receiving mode is ON when you release the button.  

You can not have both mode together as telephone.

・ All Logosease underwater can receive what the unit transmits if they have the same

channel. When more than one Logosease underwater transmit together, mixed voices 

will be heardfrom the unit.

・ Pushing sine wave transmitting button can alert divers underwater and/or can give specific 

signals decided beforehand.

・ Ultrasonic wave is used for communication. This unit has almost no directivity, but

 on the other hand, Logosease has directivity. When antennas of both Logosease 

and the unit are facing each other, the both voices sound biggest. Closer they are located,

When speaking person is closer to the microphone of the unit, the voice hears bigger.  

bigger the voices are heard. Also, bigger voices travel further.



・ This unit is practical waterproof.  ** You need to insert the specialized cap to the end of 

the EAR jack and MIC jack to make the unit practical waterproof.

3. Appearance/Names of each part/Bundled items

■Appearance/Names of each part

・ SIN button

Sine wave is released in the water while pushing this button. You can also hear the

sine wave sound from the speaker of the unit.

・ PTT button

Voices from the microphone of the unit is transmitted in the water while pushing this button.

・ EAR jack

This is a terminal to an external speaker. The volume level of the external speaker can not

be adjusted by this unit. If you use external speaker, please prepare the one you 

can adjust the volume level. Specialized cap is inserted in advance for practical waterproof. 

Please make sure to insert the cap to the end when jack is not used.

・ MIC jack

This is a terminal to an external microphone.  Specialized cap is inserted in advance for 

practical waterproof. Please make sure to insert the cap to the end when jack is not used.

・ Volume with power switch

Turn right to power ON.  You can adjust the volume level of the built-in speaker, 

but can not for the external speaker.
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・ Speaker

It is built-in.

・ Microphone

It is built-in.

・ USB connector

It is min-B type USB connector. Recharging with USB  is available.

Tighten the cap to keep the unit  waterproof.

・ Antenna connector

To connect the antenna of the unit.  Set connector to keep the unit practical waterproof.

■Bundled items

・ Antenna of the Surface Station.  (cable L: 10m)

・ USB cable x 1USB cable x 1

・ Specialized cap x 2 (to put in the jacks of the unit)

4. How to set the antenna

・ Connect the antenna connector to the 

one on the Surface Station, and turn the blue 

periphery of the connector to lock it.

5. Power ON/OFF

Turn the volume with power switch clockwise to turn the power ON. The LED will be ON. 

Turn it to adjust the volume level. The battery level is shown for 2 second after power is ON.

○ ・・・ Enough battery remains

△ ・・・ Battery is getting low

× ・・・ No battery left. Please recharge.

Turn the volume with power switch anti-clockwise to turn the power OFF.  LED will be

 OFF in 2 sec. Power will be OFF before you hear the click, but please turn the volume

until you hear the click.

6. Receiving

Battery level is shown for 2 sec. right after power is ON.  1 sec. after that, the unit mode 

becomes receiving mode automatically. In receiving mode, until anyone speaks, no sound 

will be heard.  When anyone transmits, the voice will be heard from the speaker.

 In receiving mode, LED will be blinking in yellow in 1se. cycle.
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7. Transmitting

Push PTT button. You will hear "pi, bo" sound from the speaker and the unit mode 

will be transmitting mode. LED will be ON in pink.  Keep pushing the button when you speak

to the microphone. When you release the PTT button, you will hear "pi, bo, bo, bo" sound 

to change the mode to receiving mode.

8. Transmitting and receiving of sine wave 

"Piiii" sound is released while pushing SIN button. You can alert divers or give them specific

signals decided beforehand as "pi, pi, pi". You can hear the same sound from the speaker

of this unit while transmitting.

9. Maintenance after use

After use, wash the antenna with pure water and dry it.  Antenna connector of the unit 

should be locked to keep the unit waterproof. Do not make the water go inside the connector.

Squeeze the clean wet cloth tightly and wipe the dirt off of the unit with it. Do not put the

unit into water or pour water on it.  Pay extra attention on EAR jack and MIC jack sections.

10. Recharging

Lithium ion battery is built-in in the unit. Recharging by USB is possible. Turn the power OFF 

and insert the USB cable to the USB connector, and recharge the unit with PC or USB 

charger　sold in stores. (output current:  500mA or more) Red LED is ON while charging.

When charging is completed, red LED will be OFF. To keep the unit waterproof, make sure to 

tighten the USB connector cap after charging.

11. How to handle built-in battery

To keep the battery life longer, recharge the unit with correct way.

■ If this is your first time using the unit or you have not used the unit for long time, recharge 

the unit before use for sure.

■ Do not recharge so often since it will make the battery life span short. Recharge it when the 

battery level becomes low.

■ Recharge the unit in the temperature between 0C to 40C, otherwise recharging time may gets

longer or full recharging may not be available. Recharging in the unsuitable temperature 

degrades quality of the unit and/or causes malfunction.

■ Using in low temperature lowers the battery capacity and makes working hours short.



■ If you are not going to use the unit for long, do not keep the unit with 

 full-charge or no battery.  If not recharging for so long, battery may be discharged completely

and no recharging may be possible. Please try to recharge the unit at least once per 6 months.

■ Built-in battery will get degraded in time passing, especially keeping (or using) the unit 

in high temperature with full-charged may degrade the unit for short time.

■ If no functions available even after recharging, it is the time to exchange the battery. 

Please contact the shop you bought. (Exchanging battery is charged)

■ The built-in battery can be recycled. When you are discarding the unit, contact Marine

 System Sec. Yamagata Casio Co., Ltd. for removing the battery. We will bear the cost.

12. Troubleshooting

・ No power is ON or power gets OFF soon even after recharging:

-> Contact the shop you bought. Battery may have to be exchanged if you used 

the unit for so long. The battery should be exchanged by the manufacturer.

・ No transmitting available from the unit:

-> Is any other thing except specialized cap inserted in MIC jack? If so, MIC jack may not 

work.

・ Voices from the unit cannot be heard properly underwater

-> If the antenna of the unit is behind rocks or sea plants, has lots of bubbles around 

because of near a boat or shallow water where waves hit, or in the fast current, ultra

sonic wave may not be reached properly. This is not malfunction. Also, if sensitivity of the 

microphone is low, output power is low. In this case, speak closer to the microphone.

・ Voices from underwater cannot be heard properly.

-> Adjust the volume level. Turn the volume clockwise, voice sound bigger.  The output of

the antenna of the unit is larger than Logosease, even you may hear the voice from the 

unit very well underwater, you may not hear the voice with the unit on the surface from 

Logosease underwater. In this case, divers underwater need speak closer to the antenna

of the unit. Logosease has directivity. Speak to the antenna of the unit makes the voice

 heard with the unit bigger.



13. Specifications

 75mm×125mm×35mm

 Approx. 285g

Practical waterproof

 0～40℃

Capacitor microphone

Dynamic type speaker

 1ch

 [ultra sonic wave]　32KHｚ　SSB-AM　USB

 [band range]　　4KHｚ　

* There is no law regulation for ultrasonic wave use underwater in Japan.

Cylindrical ceramic piezoelectric element * cable length 10m.

Max. 150m * Under the condition of antenna of Logosease on the

 range diver facing to the antenna of Surface Station in the quiet sea.

No directivity around the cylinder of the antenna, but has to 

the vertical direction

In charging, red is ON. When charging is completed, LED will be OFF.

Changes colors/ LED patterns in each mode.

Volume with power switch

Button to push (PTT button)

Button to push (SIN button)

MIC jack (dia. 3.5mm jack  impedance matching 2.2 ohm or less)

EAR jack (dia. 3.5mm jack /stereo  impedance matching 16/32 ohm)

Approx. 6 hours at 500mAh

Li-ion battery 2210mA

By USB 

Approx. 12 hours assuming 10% of the time is used for transmitting. 

Li-ion battery should be exchanged by the manufacturer
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